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Abstract: The access-to-justice crisis is bigger than law and lawyers. It is a crisis of exclusion and inequality. Today, access to justice is restricted: only some people, and only some kinds of justice problems,
receive lawful resolution. Access is also systematically unequal: some groups–wealthy people and white
people, for example–get more access than other groups, like poor people and racial minorities. Traditionally, lawyers and judges call this a “crisis of unmet legal need.” It is not. Justice is about just resolution, not legal services. Resolving justice problems lawfully does not always require lawyers’ assistance, as
a growing body of evidence shows. Because the problem is unresolved justice issues, there is a wider range
of options. Solutions to the access-to-justice crisis require a new understanding of the problem. It must
guide a quest for just resolutions shaped by lawyers working with problem-solvers in other disciplines and
with other members of the American public whom the justice system is meant to serve.
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ost Americans confront at least one civil justice problem each year, commonly involving basic
needs, like health, housing, employment, or money. Affecting somewhere between half and twothirds of the population, that means there are well
over one hundred million justice problems annually in the United States.1 They concern wage theft,
eviction, debt collection, bankruptcy, domestic violence, foreclosure, access to medical treatment,
and the care and custody of children and dependent adults. When these problems do not get resolved effectively, the consequences can be homelessness, poverty, illness, injury, or the separation
of families who want to stay together.2 Tens of millions of Americans face justice problems that place
them at risk of devastating outcomes.
Most of the civil justice problems that Americans
experience receive no legal attention of any kind,
ever. They never make it to court. They never receive
consideration from any kind of legal professional
such as a lawyer.3 Often, the chasm between the
vast number of people facing civil justice problems
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are. Lawyers are only part of the problem.
They are also only part of the solution.
A radically different perspective emerges from social-scientific research investigating “justice problems” or “justiciable
events”–events like not being paid overtime owed by an employer or believing
that a bill is incorrect–that have civil
legal aspects, raise civil legal issues, and
have consequences that are shaped by civil law. The focus of this research is on how
those problems affect the lives of people
who confront them and the communities
and families those people live in. This research transforms the bar’s assumption
about the need for legal services into an
empirical question: what assistance do
people need?

The distinction between a justice prob-

lem and a legal need turns out to be crucial, for these two ideas reflect fundamentally different understandings of the problem to be solved. If the problem is people’s
unmet legal needs, the solution is more legal services. If the problem is unresolved
justice problems, a wider range of options
opens up. Rather than taking the position
that unmet legal need is the crux of the issue, we have the option of formulating
the access-to-justice crisis as being about,
well, access to justice.
There is access when disputes and problems governed by civil law, like dissolving
a long-term romantic partnership or owing several months of unpaid rent, resolve
with results that satisfy legal norms. These
include substantive norms that govern
the rights, duties, and responsibilities of
the different parties to a transaction or relationship, like employers and employees, landlords and tenants, siblings whose
parents are deceased, or neighbors. When
such problems are processed in some kind
of dispute-resolving forum, like a court or
a mediation service, these include procedural norms, such as both sides getting to
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and the small number of people receiving lawyers’ help is presented as a crisis of “unmet legal need.” Yet embedded
in this understanding is the key assumption that any problem with legal implications requires the involvement of a legally trained professional for a just, fair, or
successful resolution. This diagnosis of
the problem proceeds from a preference
for a single specific solution: more legal
services.
The definition of the crisis as one of unmet legal need comes from the bar. Lawyers’ myopic focus on legal services is understandable. Judges and lawyers work at
the top of an enormous iceberg of civiljustice activity, most of which is invisible to them and handled without their
involvement. It escapes their attention.
Their narrow focus on legal services reflects their experience: lawyers’ daily practice shows them many instances when legal services they provide shape people’s
lives, sometimes for the better. Their narrowness also reflects any profession’s interest in maintaining jurisdiction over
some body of the problems that people
experience. Such jurisdiction is the bread
and butter of professions and their reason for existing.4 Lawyers’ fundamental
interest is in maintaining their rights to
define and diagnose people’s problems as
legal, and to provide the services that treat
them.
The bar’s account dominates the discussion because it is simple and sounds
reasonable, not because it is accurate. Declaring a problem to have a single cause
that leads directly to an obvious solution is pleasantly satisfying, particularly
when the resulting story gives you a starring role in saving the day. Why explore
the problem empirically and be forced to
recognize that no single solution exists?
The analytical error of legal myopia does
not mean that none of Americans’ justice
problems are legal needs. But only some
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the probability of lawful resolution is the Sandefur
same for all groups in the population: for
example, men, women, and transgender;
rich and poor; every race and ethnicity;
each religion and those with none. When
defined this way, the focus becomes creating wide and equal access to the lawful resolution of justice problems, rather than any specific route through which
such resolution might be achieved.
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tell their side of the story, offer evidence
for the story they tell, and have a mediator or decider who is neutral.
When the relevant substantive and
procedural norms govern resolution, that
resolution is lawful and we have access
to justice, whether or not lawyers are involved in the resolution and whether or
not the problem comes into contact with
any kind of dispute-resolving forum. Access to justice is a good in itself. Its effects
reach powerfully into people’s lives. In
landlord-tenant disputes, for example,
access to justice–achieved with or without lawyers–means that both landlords
and tenants conform to the terms of rental agreements and housing law. Other
benefits often result from the lawful resolution of landlord-tenant disputes, such
as better health for tenants and the prevention of eviction and homelessness and
the related hardships and costs, borne by
people directly affected and by society at
large.5
If this is access, then America has a
massive crisis, with two parts. The first is
that access is restricted: only some people,
and only some kinds of justice problems,
receive lawful resolution. Some of those
tens of millions of justice problems are
lawfully resolved, but research and observation show that many–particularly
those involving a vulnerable party like a
low-income tenant facing a powerful party like a property management company
–are not. The solution to the problem of
restricted access is to expand access to justice. Access expands when lawful resolution happens for more people and problems than it does now.
The second problem is that access to
justice is systematically unequal: some
groups–wealthy people and white people, for example–are consistently more
likely to get access than other groups,
like poor people and racial minorities.
The solution to this problem is to equalize

justice problems lawfully
does not always require lawyers’ assistance. Evidence shows that only some of
the justice problems experienced by the
public benefit from lawyers’ services or
other legal interventions, while others
do not. That is because such intervention
is excessive or because it might be the
wrong treatment for the problem. This
finding holds true whether the outcome
of interest is benefits to society or benefits to a person with a problem.
Most civil justice problems are handled
by people on their own, or with advice
from family and friends. The most common reason people give for not turning
to lawyers is not the cost of lawyers’ help.
There is a much more important reason:
people do not consider law as a solution
for their justice problems; they do not
think of their problems as being “legal,”
even when the legal system could help
solve them. They think of them simply
as problems: problems in relationships,
problems at work, or problems with
neighbors. One of the most important
reasons that people handle their problems on their own rather than seeking
any kind of formal help is that they believe that they already understand their
situation and their options for handling
it.6
Sometimes people are correct in
these judgments. They write their own
good complaint letters, they negotiate
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Some of the so-called legal needs of in-

dividuals are a consequence of our legal
system’s relentless privatization, of basic
court functions as well as civil law enforcement. In these instances, it is less an
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individual person who has a “legal need”
than the legal system itself, which requires
lawyers’ help to carry out its most basic
tasks. A review of forty years of empirical
studies of when and how lawyers change
outcomes in cases investigated which factors created lawyers’ superior outcomes:
was it their knowledge of the substantive
law or their mastery of legal procedures?
One of the most striking findings was that
lawyers’ impact sometimes came by simply being present in the courtroom.
Many of the lower courts and administrative tribunals where Americans find
themselves, such as when they face eviction or debt collection or contest a denial of unemployment benefits, can be lawless. Judicial staff in these forums sometimes do not follow the law about which
side has the burden of proof. They sometimes fail to apply the rules about what
counts as evidence and what is hearsay.
They sometimes ignore the right of both
sides to present their cases.
When lawyers are present on both sides
of cases, courts act more like courts, following the rules they have made to guide
their own activities.11 Requiring every
person facing eviction, debt collection,
or loss of their livelihood to find a lawyer simply to make sure that a court follows its own rules places the responsibility with the wrong party. Courts, already
paid for by public taxpayer dollars and
empowered to act by the public they are
supposed to serve, have the responsibility to solve this problem.
When a system is broken, the solution
is systemic reform. Consider consumer
debt. Today, small-claims and lower-
civil-court dockets are flooded with debt
claims against consumers. These claims
have usually been sold by the original
debtor, such as a credit-card company, to a
third-party debt buyer in a bundle of hundreds or thousands of debts. Such claims
against consumers are often based on
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actively with the other side in a dispute,
they complain to regulators or local government, and they accurately assess that
a situation likely cannot be remedied and
waste no further effort on it. The problem is that people can also be disastrously
wrong: misled by false confidence, cynical about taking action, resigned to situations that could be remedied, or unable to
recognize their capacity to exercise legal
rights.7 In these latter kinds of situations,
legal services might be appropriate.
But lawyers are not always necessary
even when problems become formal legal cases. As research shows in a range of
contexts, lay people can and do accurately and successfully perform some parts
of lawyers’ work. Applications for nofault divorce, filed by ordinary people using do-it-yourself divorce kits, contained
fewer errors than applications filed by attorneys.8 Petitioners in a tribunal handling claims about unemployment benefits who were randomly assigned to be
offered assistance by a supervised law student or to no offer of assistance did equally well: those petitioners offered no representation of any kind won their appeals
at the same rate as those represented by
lawyer-supervised law students.9 Across
a number of common justice problems–
for example, disputes about evictions and
about custody of children, disputes over
public benefits with government agencies–nonlawyer advocates and unrepresented lay people have been observed to
perform as well or better than lawyers.10
This steadily growing body of evidence
shows that, if the goal is creating access
to justice, other services can be more effective and efficient than lawyers.

The access-to-justice crisis is a crisis of

exclusion and inequality, for which legal services will sometimes provide a
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solution. At other times, lawyers’ services Rebecca L.
will be too expensive and much more than Sandefur
necessary. At other times still, systemic
reforms will be the right solution, not providing costly and inefficient assistance to
individuals. Lawyers and social scientists
have a limited understanding of how to
determine which justice problems of the
public need lawyers’ services and which
do not.
The challenge is partly technocratic, a
matter of understanding problems well
enough to design feasible and effective
solutions. It is partly normative, a matter
of understanding what it means to want
lawful resolution or justice. Neither part
of the challenge is insurmountable, but
tackling both will require lawyers to step
back, because lawyers know only their
own part of a complicated story and because the stakeholders in a democracy are
much more plentiful and diverse than the
contemporary legal profession.
Tackling the technocratic challenge
requires investing in research that approaches the problem with a spirit of independence from any given solution.
Solving the crisis of restricted and unequal access to justice requires a robust
and reliable base of evidence: about when
access to justice can be achieved without
the use of law, courts, or legal services,
and when such tools are necessary.
Also needed are means of determining
when a “legal need” is better understood
as belonging not to the individual with
the justice problem, but rather to another
actor in the legal system or the system itself. The “whens” in these questions will
have many specific aspects, all of which
are presently poorly understood. For example, “when” are legal interventions
necessary for what kinds of problems,
compared to what kinds of existing alternatives, for what characteristics of person, facing what kind of other party, and
involved or not in what kind of process?
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“bad paper,” insufficient documentation
to sustain the debt owners’ claim to the
amount demanded.12 Courts spend scarce
time and money processing hundreds of
thousands of baseless claims. This situation persists because, in most states,
courts do not require creditor-plaintiffs
to show that they have documentation
of ownership for the debt when they file
lawsuits; individual debtors must appear
in court and contest the documentation
for each debt. In 2014, New York State’s
then–Chief Judge Jonathan Lippman issued an order requiring debt-owners to
produce documentation of the amount
claimed at the time of filing.13 The number of debt lawsuits against New York
consumers dropped dramatically.
These are just a few examples from
growing evidence that the current course
of focusing narrowly on lawyers’ services
is wrong, whether the goal is understanding the access problem or taking action to
fix it. Looking only at the civil justice activity processed by lawyers or the court
system misses most of the action. Focusing on existing programs that deliver legal services and on court cases will never provide a picture of all of the other civil
justice activity that never makes it to the
justice system–and that is the majority of
civil justice activity. Practically speaking,
it would be impossible for the nation’s
existing courts, administrative agencies,
and other forums that resolve disputes to
process the estimated more than one hundred million justice problems that Americans experience every year. There is no
reason to want them to. The rule of law
means that most people can rely on most
others to be basically compliant with legal
norms most of the time, with a fair and accessible legal system as backup.
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of lawyers offers will be in the public’s
interest.
We the people allow the legal profession to control the justice system, which
lawyers largely designed, substantially for themselves. Resolving the accessto-justice crisis requires that justice professionals shift their understanding of
the access problem, and share the quest
for solutions with others: other disciplines, other problem-solvers, and other
members of the American public whom
the justice system is meant to serve.
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